Tips to Fine-Tune In-Office Sales

With a storage and inventory system in place, a practice is only
part way to dispensing success, so don’t overlook issues like
taxes, sales training, and long-term planning.

L

ast month I discussed several issues regarding in-office
product sales, such as finding a product line, beginning
product sales, tracking inventory, and implementing incentives for sales. This month, I’ll focus on several other considerations for dispensing, including taxes, product selection, how to choose one company over another, the mechanics
of the sale, and other ‘fine-tuning’ issues.
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Tax Collection

By Joel Schlessinger, MD Omaha, NE

Don’t even ask. Yes, you do need to collect taxes! But it isn’t as
tough as you might think. Most if not all dermatologists have an
accountant they trust who can advise them on how to tabulate
taxes on products sold and how to submit these taxes each
month. If you are doing business as a corporation, you already
have a tax ID number, and this can be used for reporting sales
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tax. State laws, which affect the actual minutiae of tax collection,
vary greatly, but the following describes the general procedures
involved in tax collection in our office.
When a product is sold in our office, we typically factor taxes
into the price of the product quoted by our staff. (For example,
in a state with six percent sales tax, a quoted price of $27.25
would reflect a product price of $25.71 plus sales tax of $1.54.)
This quoted price is then entered into the computer at the checkout counter, rather than using a simple price and then calculating and adding taxes at check-out. We choose this approach so
that the check-out staff doesn’t waste time calculating taxes while
they are busily trying to answer phones and check-out other
patients.
Although it certainly is possible to add taxes to the price at the
check-out counter, it is not always easy in reality. Additionally,
the pre-calculation of taxes takes out one possibility of error.
However, I instruct my staff to explain (if asked) the cost of the
product as the initial rate (without the taxes) to correspond to the
price most stores would quote.
At the end of the month, my office manager then takes the
final tally of product sales, backs out the taxes, and sends this
amount to the state. This submission is done either using a manual check or electronically. Some states charge extra fees if the
submission is manual rather than electronic; the extra fees can be
substantial. Therefore, it is wise to investigate this before starting
this venture.

Product Selection

What do you feel is lacking for your patients? The answers to this
question may vary depending on your patient population. If
your patients are older, they will most certainly have concerns
with aging and possibly dryness. If your population is skewed to
the younger patient, concerns will probably be acne or keratosis
pilaris. The concerns of your particular patient population are
the biggest factor in your initial decisions about which product
you will sell.
Always think in terms of both the near- and long-term. When
I first brought products into the office, the line I chose addressed
both acne concerns and wrinkle concerns. But many lines are
uni-dimensional, so it is important to analyze the potential and
choose accordingly.
We also initially offered a moisturizer in a one-pound jar. I can
categorically state that we make very little, if any, profit from such
moisturizer sales, but it allows us to encourage the use of moisturizers and to provide a product that helps our patients. We also
ensure that our prices on this product are at or below prices at
Walgreens and other typical chains. Though the profit is small, this
approach shows our patients that we carry competitive products
and are looking out for their well-being. This is not unlike the
‘loss-leaders’ technique that many chain stores use.
If you encounter certain disease states that you find difficult
to treat (such as keratosis pilaris), there are many products avail-
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able that can augment the meager prescription product offerings
in the marketplace. For example, we carry various glycolic acid
and/or lactobionic acid products and find they perform very well
when used in combination with moisturizers or the standard keratolytics.
In the case of wrinkle and acne products, there are numerous
options from which to choose. Ultimately the final decision rests
on personal preference and results. Patients concerned about
wrinkles may be younger and looking for preventative measures
or may be older and looking for an ancillary measure to use
alongside of treatments such as Restylane, Botox, or lasers. We
offer several products but try to keep it simple for our patients
and nurses.
If too many products are brought into the room to show
patients, it becomes frustrating and ineffective. Many times it is
wisest to start a patient on one or two products from a particular line and expand these as they become acquainted with the line
and its benefits.
One approach we have found effective is to offer an in-office
treatment with our AFA line, the Clay Peel (exCel
Cosmeceuticals) and an at-home masque. Additionally, we offer
the at-home line of products. This allows the patient to see the
benefits initially with the higher strength Clay Peel and continue
to achieve results at a less aggressive pace with the at-home AFA
gels and cleansers. One other benefit with this arrangement is
that the aesthetician performs the Clay Peel and can discuss the
product line with the patients in a more relaxed atmosphere.
If your office doesn’t have an aesthetician, you or a motivated
nurse can perform minor treatments and conduct product sales,
but the synergy of having products and an aesthetician to perform treatments can’t be understated. You may find that product
sales spur you on to considering the addition of an aesthetician
and, likewise, you may find that the new aesthetician you hire
feels quite comfortable in the retail world and eases your entry
into sales of products.

Choosing a Company

If there is one element that requires due diligence prior to
selling products, it is determining whose product you will
sell. The difference between selling various products may be
compared to the difference between being a Yugo dealer versus being a Lexus dealer. There are many subtleties that new
and old hands at selling products look for when choosing a
partner, but I will try to give my spin on it, realizing that
many forks in the road await each new entrant into product
sales and no one practice has the same goals and needs as
another.
Although many companies will gladly sell you product,
not all of them are going to treat you in the same way. When
we first started selling products in 1993, there were only a
handful of companies who sold to dermatologists, but now
there are literally hundreds of companies, some of which sell
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to dermatologists exclusively, but most of which sell to salons
and other outlets, as well.
One criteria I established when starting to sell was to have a
product that was only available in my office. Although it is still
possible to do so via private labeling, this is not always the best
option. The higher name recognition for various non-private-label
products allows for more comfort in the potential purchaser.
Names such as Obagi, Niadyne, and SkinMedica TNS have
become part of the “beauty buzz” and are therefore easily accepted
by most consumers as a valid part of their anti-aging regimen.
Furthermore, I have always resisted selling a product if the
distributor of the product is selling against me. For example, certain manufacturers have offered their products in retail outlets,
such as Nordstroms or Dillards. Not only does such mass retailing of a dermatology-specific product make it difficult to sell the
product, but it allows any unscrupulous salespeople at the cosmetic counter the ability to taint the product with unreasonable
claims even if you market ethically.
Certain manufacturers of products ask for names of customers
or engage in practices that can only be construed as an effort to
gain a “customer list.” If a company requires that I sign a contract
before selling their product that asks for or allows them to request
my customer list, I refuse to do business with them. Not only is
this in possible violation of HIPAA requirements, but it also allows
this company access to the results of your hard work. There is no
reason to do business with such a company!
Underhanded strategies that companies employ to gain customer information include rebates for products sold (which
have, incidentally, also been a source of frustration for our
patients in many cases). I am not targeting here the pharmaceutical rebates that abound but rebates for cosmeceutical products. One recent rebate program we participated in led to
numerous calls and extra work on the part of our staff in order
to get the appropriate rebate processed for our customers.
Customer information gained via these rebates can be used by
companies to market unscrupulously to patients and may
backfire on your practice sales.
A final concern is with companies that place restrictions
on how various products can be sold and those that attempt
to gain distribution of their products to customers. The
best-selling products in my office are those that we sell, not
the company. I should note that some companies have
attempted to force a system where distribution to the customer can be either through their company or in the office,
and a check is written to the physician if a patient self-identifies that physician on the company website. With all the
products we sell in our office, I have received only one
check for $45 in two years of participation in such a venture. This leads me to think that either this system is poorly patronized, the company is not being truthful in its system of accounting, or both. Whatever the case, I find this
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relationship concerning for this reason, as well as for the
potential loss of customer information and potential violation
of HIPAA rules.

Mechanics of the Sale

From more than 10 years of product sales in the office, I have
concluded that one is either born a salesperson or not. I have
many staff in the office who feel completely comfortable selling
products from the first day they start and many who will never
feel comfortable, however long they stay.
Rather than try to force a square peg into a round hole, we
recognize these differences and assign the nurses or aestheticians
with a true interest in sales to explain products to patients, leaving the less sales-oriented nurses to do other work on the patient.
Whatever the case, we never try to force a nurse who feels
uncomfortable with product sales to sell, as this would be an
unwise use of talent.
In our job interviews with potential nurses, we are open and
honest about the role of product sales in our office. We may lose
good people as a result, but it is better to lose them than to put
in place an unhappy employee.

Fine Tuning

Many considerations arise as a result of selling products, including tax issues (product inventory at the end of year), return policies, inventory rotation, display issues, and theft reduction
(shrinkage prevention). Before you start the retail process you
must carefully think through all these issues. Given a careful
approach to this new aspect of your practice, your time with
product sales should be rewarding and stimulating.

For More Information on
Products Mentioned,Contact:
exCel Cosmeceuticals: (800) 453-5150 z www.xlafa.com z martyd@xlafa.com
Obagi System: (800) 636-7546 z www.obagi.com z hollym@obagi.com
Niadyne: (520) 326-2400 z www.niadyne.com z customer-service@niadyne.com
SkinMedica: (877) 944-1412 z www.skinmedica.com z mburdick@skinmedica.com
Joel Schlessinger, MD: skindoc@LovelySkin.com
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